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Subject: -  Cost of replacement of defective/burnt meters. 
 

 The matter has been considered by the Commission (HERC) and 

observed that the way of recovery of the cost of defective meter from the consumer is 

not in order. The Commission has further decided as under:- 

The defective / burnt meter will be inspected and tested by the licensee. 

1. If, as a result of testing it is established that the meter became defective / burnt due 

to technical reason viz. voltage fluctuation, transients etc. attributable to the licensee, 

the cost of the meter shall be borne by the licensee i.e. the meter shall be replaced 

by the licensee free of cost. 

2. If, as a result of testing, it is established that the meter was rendered defective / burnt 

due to reasons attributable to the consumer such as defect in  consumer installation, 

connecting of unauthorized load by the consumer etc. the cost of the meter shall be 

borne by the consumer as specified below:- 

(a) If the meter was owned by the consumer, the licensee shall inform the consumer to 

provide a new meter and associated equipment for testing within 7 days, failing which 

the licensee shall install a new meter and start charging meter rent besides deposit of 

meter security if any. 

(b)  If the meter was owned by the licensee, the licensee shall install a new meter at its 

own cost and shall recover the cost of the defective meter from the consumer in 

proportion of the remaining useful life of the meter [useful life of the meter as per the 

depreciation schedule, Appendix – II of HERC is 15 years (depreciation rate 6% and 

asset value 90% of the actual value of meter) minus number of year after date of first 

installation of the meter] that was rendered defective / burnt. 

Example: - Let the cost of meter   =  800/- 

Useful life of meter     =  15 Years 

Salvage value after 15 years     = 10% of 800= 80/- 

Total amount of depreciation in 15 years  = 800-80= 720/- 

Depreciation amount per year    = 720/15= 48/- 

If, meter became defective after 5 years then remaining useful life of 

the meter is 15-5 = 10 years. 

Then cost to be recovered   = 720-(48x5) = Rs. 480/- 

Provided further that if, as a result of testing, it is established that the 

meter was rendered defective / burnt due to tampering or any other deliberate act by 



the consumer to interfere with the meter, action as permissible under law shall be 

taken against the consumer for pilferage and tampering. 

3. If a consumer challenges the results of testing, the meter shall be tested at third party 

facility selected by the consumer from the list of third party testing facility approved by 

the Licensee / Commission. 

Proved that in case of testing on the consumers request, the consumer 

shall have to pay the prescribed testing fee. 

Provided further that if the meter is found to be defective/ burnt due to 

technical reasons attributable to the licensee viz. voltage fluctuation, transients etc., 

the licensee shall refund the testing fee to the consumer by adjustment in the 

subsequent bill. 

SMI No. 4.17 and other related instructions are amended to this extent.  

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for 

careful and meticulous compliance. 

                     
Chief General Manager/Commercial,                      

UHBVN, Panchkula 


